CRUISE ‘N’ SNOOZE QUESTIONS & ANSWERS…..


Length of the beds- 1950L x 305H x 640W with 12mm structural ply lift up lid, inside
the bed boxes the dimensions are 270H x 1930L x 615D (all storage) Space between
beds- 455mm



Type of mattress- Foam mattress, 100mmH x 1950mmL x 640mmW



Dimensions of the internal cupboards – are there shelves or hanging space?- The
cupboards are open but as an option can be either hanging or shelves
The dimensions of the small internal cupboard (pass side) are 440mm w X 455mm d
x 770mm h, the drivers side is the same w & d, but height is 1200mm



Are there interior lights- A 12v system can be added to include interior & exterior
lights, accessory socket and necessary electrical wiring system to support it.



Can a power point 12v/240 for Engel fridge fit in between bunks- 12v can be fitted
between the bunks but 240v is to be fitted higher on the cupboards



Could it be wired for 240v in and out for use at caravan parks- Yes, you will need a
power inlet, an earth leakage circuit breaker and power point, including electrical
certification.



What are the biggest side windows that can be fitted (with screens)- 280 x 914
The standard window size for the two side windows are 280mm X 762mm.



Where does the ladder stow- The Hijacker four step concertina ladder, can be stored
under the bed, storage lid is under the mattress or just inside the door for easy
access.



Roof racks to accommodate a kayak – can racks be straight bars at each end of cabin so
I can fit the cradles- Yes they can.



The optional nose cone internal dimensions are 1650L x 270H x 130D with the pole
container already fitted (more storage from outside, poles etc.)



Is it possible to have 2 large side-opening doors- Yes and when they are installed
you can load gear under the beds.



Can a Velcro or press stud clip on fly screen be made for the rear door i.e. a screened
back door- Yes



Can sail or rope tracks be fitted on both sides and rear for the awnings- Rope track is
standard on both sides & the rear.



Where are batteries normally placed- In the bottom of either cupboard or forward
under the bed boxes.



Are there any internal linings- There is cabin lining (felt, soft carpet) on the ceiling

